ABSTRACT Response to J. Kēhaulani Kauanui, "A Structure, Not an Event: Settler Colonialism and Enduring Indigeneity, " published in Lateral 5.1. Gniadek approaches settler colonialism via questions of time-asking When is settler colonialism?-which reveals how narratives of national belonging tend to operate, as narrative confrontations that facilitate violence throughout and across time.
C19: The Society of Nineteenth-Century Americanists conference acknowledged that settler colonialism has recently become a popular way to explain "nineteenth and twentieth-century imperial formations around the globe" and set out to consider "the usefulness of [the settler colonial] model in a North American context. " "Was there settler colonialism in North America, " the seminar call for papers queried, "and if so, where?"
In the ensuing seminar discussion, the urgency of the question of where the model of settler colonialism might be applied geographically seemed to be tied to where particular scholars located their disciplinary home (History, Literary Studies, etc.). Some were more concerned than others with whether or not conceptions of settler colonialism deployed in Commonwealth countries accommodated US histories. But whether individual participants in the seminar were inclined to view settler colonialism as applicable to US space or not, as a method or theory, or a discourse or practice, many seemed to agree that adding "when?" to the questions "where?" and "who?" seemed useful, in part to emphasize settler colonialism as both a historical process and as something ongoing.
In asking not "where" but "when is settler colonialism?" then, I want to highlight the disruptive temporal potential embedded in recognizing settler colonialism as a structure that needs to be considered in relation to questions of indigeneity. Kauanui suggests such recon gurations, for example, when she writes that "The notion that colonialism is something that ends with the dissolving of the British colonies when the original thirteen Euro-American claims on geographic space-on territory-but also include narrative confrontations with multiple temporalities. These temporalities emerge from the pasts of a place as they are encountered in a present moment, as well as from within historical narratives crafted as settlers work to claim belonging that is simultaneously never At the heart of these ongoing and complex controversies are complications surrounding science and indigenous claims to belonging, identity, and kinship. But these controversies also draw attention, in rather extreme ways, to the many, long temporalities at play in the settler colonial context-in this case temporalities that extend back nearly 10,000 years.
The temporal dimensions of settler colonialism are multiple, syncopated, and move in many different directions. While settler colonialism and indigeneity endure, they do so in relation to many times. Some of the attempts to "claim" the Kennewick Man in the name of humanity, science, and nationalism over the last twenty years have reproduced nineteenth-century revisions and appropriations of distant pasts, in part to attempt to legitimate claims on space. Indigenous claims of kinship, on the other hand, have highlighted the long timeframes underlying questions of settler appropriations. At the risk of a historically imprecise, broad provocation, my point here is simply that in addition to considering how settler colonialism and indigeneity endure into the present as Kauanui argues, we might also consider distant pasts, the historical narratives crafted to contain them, and the many temporalities at play in the question "When is settler colonialism?" Considering the many "whens" of settler colonialism can help us to unsettle our engagement with its structures across disciplines.
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